The game changing shift in my business
Today I want to share a personal story about how making a single shift in my money systems made
a huge difference in my life and business.
When I first started my business, I was charging my clients an hourly rate. As my business grew and
I added more clients to the mix it became more complicated.
I started by tracking my time on a spreadsheet and then eventually moved to an app. Because I was
constantly on the go and working on multiple clients every day, I would keep a sticky note handy to
track 15 minutes here, 30 minutes there. I would spend the last part of my day – usually at 8:00 at
night on the couch deciphering my notes on this tiny little sticky note I had made throughout the day
to get things entered into my app.
At the end of the month, I would add up all the time I spent for each customer and transfer all of this
information into an invoice template and email it to the customer. I would then transfer all of this
information (yet again) over to my accounting software to track the total of who owed me.
Essentially, I was using four different systems to manage my time tracking and invoicing. It was
completely inefficient and literally took me a full day each month to get my invoicing done, not to
mention the 15 to 30 minutes (or more) I would spend each day tracking my time. I would then have
to wait weeks, and sometimes longer for clients to mail checks.
For whatever reason I was resisting setting up systems that supported money coming to me with
ease. I kept telling myself a story that I didn’t have the time to stop and do the research it was going
to take to get a more efficient system in place.

When I finally took the leap, I moved all of my clients to retainers and got everyone set up on
automatic payments. I stopped tracking my time minute by minute and I set up all of my client
payments to process automatically. I literally do nothing other than go to bed on the 4th of the month
and wake up the morning of the 5th of the month with several thousand dollars sitting in my bank
account. I don’t have to think about sending an invoice to a client, collecting their funds, or going to
the bank to deposit a check. Overnight the money fairies process each of my client’s credit cards
and voila – a few days of work done while I sleep. Ahhhhh…..the wonders of the modern world. I
seriously LOVE this part.
This shift was life changing for me and my business. I gained back a few valuable days each month
that I could now spend on growing my business and even better – some much needed personal
time.
Where do you think you can make a shift that would make all the difference for you?
XOXO

